The new Eaton High Density rack PDU

Key features

Three-way configurable inputs
Configurable options are available for input plug, input cord length and cord entry position.

Alternating phase outlets
Make visual load balancing easier and reduce the need for extra cord lengths with alternating phase outlet-by-outlet.

IEC outlet grips
Eaton’s patented IEC outlet grips secure plugs in place with a lever actuated grip that’s integrated into each outlet.

Remote outlet switching
Turn on or off individual outlets to remotely power cycle equipment.

Communications ports
Eaton’s patented daisy chain feature allows up to eight HD PDUs to share the same network connection and IP address.

Configurable, low-profile circuit protection
Options for circuit breaker or fuse disconnect in a low-profile format that won’t interfere with air flow.

IEC/NEMA outlet module configurations
Mix and match IEC and NEMA outlets across two configurable outlet modules to get up to 54 outlets in 42U.

Eleven chassis colors available
Easily identify A/B feeds by configuring the color of your HD PDU chassis.
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